Background
==========

The retrorectal tumors represent a heterogeneous group of benign and malignant neoplasms which are currently treated without uniform criteria. The most used classifications are based on different histologic origin of these tumors, on their presumed nature (inflammatory or neoplastic), or on their size. A standardization of the surgical approach based on all these characteristics is still now lacking.

Materials and methods
=====================

Between 1989 and 2007 we submitted to surgery 35 patients for retrorectal tumors. Two radiologists, who were blind to the patients records, separately reviewed preoperative CT and MR findings and classified the tumors in three groups: group I those arising in the presacral area, group II those arising in the sacrum or spinal cord growing anteriorly, group III those arising in the sacrum growing posteriorly. The aims were: 1) to plan the surgical approach basing on CT and/or MR findings, particularly the possible involvement of adjacent organs; 2) to involve in the surgical planning all the different specialists needed (neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons, etc.) to optimize the results, without modifying the surgical program during the procedure.

Results
=======

CT and MR yielded the information required in the surgical planning in 17 of the 18 (94.5%) group I tumors, in all 12 (100%) group II tumors and in 4 of 5 (80%) of group III tumors. In all 18 patients of group I intraoperative reports and the histological examination confirmed the correct preoperative classification. The surgical approach had to be changed in 1 patient (5.5%) of this group. In all 12 patients of group II the preoperative classification was confirmed by intraoperative reports and histological examination. The preoperative classification was confirmed in 4 of 5 group III (80%). In all but one patient the not prevented involving of coccyx needed a change of surgical strategy.

Conclusion
==========

The diagnostic imaging techniques provide the information needed to successfully plan the surgical intervention in most of the patients with retrorectal tumors (in 33/35 patients -- 93% in our experience). This information is essential in preoperatively involving different surgical specialists and in planning the surgical approach thus allowing an in optimization of the surgical resection.
